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Updates since last meeting

DRAFT -08

- Updated the CDDL (JD and AC).
- Made the constraints in the **Observe Phase** into guidance, they say what makes sense, but do not need to be followed for conformance.
- Allowed a transition from **Unvalidated Phase** etc Normal, when the sender sent fewer bytes than would be allowed by cwnd (i.e. CR was not needed, and therefore no penalty).
- Fixed typos and consistency (JD, RS, GF, and others - thanks).
Updates since last meeting

DRAFT -09

- **Everything changed ... and nothing changed.**
- Harmomised terminologies; removed BDP frame; Restructured to simplify
- Cleaned text to separate guidelines and specification
- Adjust wording to improve clarity based on questions received during implementation
Updates since last meeting

DRAFT -10

- **Issue #28:** Christian added text for BBR
Next steps

- **Issue #22** Recon Phase, is there a need for a minimum number of RTT samples to confirm a path?
  - Could not find an obvious number. Propose to close with no action

- **Issue #13** Limited sending example.
  - Could do if people wish to? or close?

- **Are we done?**
  - We'd like to add a section on the rationale/requirements at the start of the spec.
  - We think next revision could be ready for a WGLC